
     

Continuous device health protection and 
identity management for Industrial IoT 
using STMicroelectronics STSAFE-TPM 
 

IoT operators benefit from end-to-end IoT security using EnactTrust, Keyfactor, 
and STMicroelectronics STSAFE-TPM  

Introduction 
 

The disadvantage of Secure Boot is that the device health is checked only once – at system 
startup. Afterward, an IoT device can operate for months and even years without undergoing 
system integrity checks. This leaves IoT operators at substantial risk of running compromised 
IoT systems. To solve this, EnactTrust provides continuous device health checks using the new 
STMicroelectronics STSAFE Trusted Platform Module 2.0 (TPM) for industrial applications, 
available with an SPI (ST33GTPMISPI) or I²C interface (ST33GTPMII2C). EnactTrust also 
provides device identity and certificate management thanks to an integration with the leading 
PKI-as-a-service provider Keyfactor. Leveraging the STSAFE-TPM secure key generation and 
storage, EnactTrust can protect the device identity from being altered and used for malicious 
activity. The result is a trusted network of IoT systems. 

Use cases 
 Tamper-proofing Industrial IoT systems, including Edge gateways. 
 Maintaining device health and identity by only allowing genuine firmware and 

configuration. 
 Establishing a network of trusted IoT devices using hardware root-of-trust and PKI. 
 Tracking and renewing certificates before they expire. 
 First use device provisioning in a Zero Trust manner. 

Requirements 
 Firmware ownership – to leverage the benefits of EnactTrust, the system owner 

must be able to deploy the EnactTrust firmware agent. 
 Trusted Platform Module 2.0 (TPM) - device health checks and identity guarantees 

are provided using the hardware root-of-trust for reporting and storage of the 
Industrial STSAFE-TPM.  

 



     

Solution overview: Continuous device health protection and compliance 
EnactTrust offers a unique combination of attestation technology and ease-of-use that helps 
vital industries adopt state-of-the-art security measures. 

EnactTrust verifies the health of IoT devices continuously and renders entire classes of 
exploits useless. It consists of an easy-to-deploy firmware agent that runs as part of ARM’s 
Trusted Execution Environment (TF-M/TF-A) and a cloud service. 

 

Use the EnactTrust Security Cloud to get notified immediately when suspicious activity is 
detected. You can set up workflows that restore the device’s firmware to a known good 
state, remotely wipe data, do OTA updates, or transform raw logs into structured data. 

EnactTrust enables easy integration with ARM-based IoT devices and has no significant 
impact on the device performance and power consumption. Our solution requires no 
changes to the software running on the protected device. 

Good security is open source, therefore the EnactTrust firmware agent is open source. Look 
at our code and try EnactTrust out-of-the-box. 



     

EnactTrust also provides compliance with the upcoming IoT cybersecurity regulations in the 
US, UK, and EU markets which mandate IoT devices to possess cybersecurity capabilities like 
Device Identification, Device Configuration, Data Protection, Cybersecurity State Awareness. 

Key features: 

 Device identity and health protection backed by the STSAFE-TPM root-of-trust. 
 Remote data wipe to be compliant with IoT regulations in US, UK, and EU markets. 
 Secure Vault for storing sensitive data in the physically protected NVRAM of the 

STSAFE-TPM. 

IoT Device Identity Management 
Keyfactor’s PKI-as-a-Service offers a robust PKI and adds world-class Certificate Lifecycle 
Management (CLM) software.  The Certificate Lifecycle Management software adds device 
certificate management features between the device and PKI. Rapidly issue, provision, 
renew, and revoke certificates and keys throughout the device lifecycle from one platform. 
Integrate with your on-premise PKI or leverage a fully managed, dedicated, and high-
assurance PKI from Keyfactor.  

Keyfactor provides first use device provisioning using birth certificates along with shared 
secrets known by the device and any backend enterprise system.  The provisioning process 
adapts to individual business use cases. 

Keyfactor provides automatic enrollment (ODKG with PKCS#10 CSR) for specific use case 
device identification certificates.  For example, Azure hub identity, TLS certificates, and 
device to device identity certificates can all be managed through the Keyfactor platform.   

Keyfactor enables Crypto Agility, such as moving from RSA2048 to ECC256 encryption on 
brownfield devices.  This concept of Crypto Agility also applies when Root or Issuing 
certificate authorities need to change or are compromised.  The user can quickly and 
remotely push a new root of trust to the devices, followed quickly by a new keypair 
generation/CSR request, followed finally by the removal of the old root of trust.  This allows 
brownfield devices to stay relevant to shifting crypto requirements, such as changing from 
SHA-256 to SHA-384. 

Secure Device Identity using STSAFE-TPM 
Leveraging the secure key generation of a Trusted Platform Module 2.0, EnactTrust 
generates a secure device identity inside the physically tamper proofed STSAFE-TPM chip. 
This device identity cannot be spoofed because it is anchored to the hardware root-of-trust 
of STSAFE-TPM.  

Thanks to the integration between EnactTrust and Keyfactor’s PKI-as-a-service, the device 
identity can be provided to the device from a Certificate Authority and anchored to the 
hardware root-of-trust for storage. 


